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The people cannot appear in any immediate form. This indefinite nature of the people makes its 
representation both necessary and incomplete, thereby placing individual citizens in permanent 
tensions with the people. In contrast to what I call the reductionist paradigm and 
its aspirational counterpart—those aim at relaxing the tensions by either constraining or 
valorizing the potential of popular energy, respectively—this study proposes a theory of the 
sublime people as an interpretive tool with which we can better attend to the interplay between 
the individual citizen and the people. This paper argues that the democratic people can be best 
understood as a sublime object—à la Kant—showing that the people so understood can guide 
individual citizens to keep invoking and engaging with the ideal of popular sovereignty as an 
indispensably inspiring idea and real force while holding up against the tendency of 
endangering themselves to lapse into uncritical passivity and the idolatry of the claimed people.
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